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Zero 88 Training for Lighting Console Jester TL Xtra / ORB
Questions raised during the training on the 27 August and 28 August 2009
My Colleagues Fazli, Wandi and myself Joseph would like to thank all participants who came for the
training on the above dates. It was a delightful and a meaningful sharing of views on product
features and other relevant matters pertaining to our industry. We hope you have enjoyed the
training session as much as we have and would be delighted to see in the next training session
coming up in 3 months time, if you know anyone who would benefit or would like to share from this
session please let us know or you can forward the training dates .
The Training dates are shown below
We are pleased to inform you that the next free training will be conducted for Zero88 Lighting
Console on the 23rd (Monday) and 24th (Tuesday) Nov 2009 , venue will be confirmed on the later
via email, Time 10am – 4.00pm
There were a number of good questions raised during the training session on the Zero 88 product,
please find the questions raised in Blue Text and answers to these questions in Black Text. Please
let us know if any of the questions were put in context incorrectly and if the questions have been
answered satisfactorily. We have also attached the specification sheet for the Jester TL Xtra and )
ORB Board , the manual for the Jester TL Xtra and ORB Console can be downloaded from the
following links stated below
Jester TL Xtra -- http://support.zero88.com/main/en/download/490
Orb ---- http://support.zero88.com/main/en/download/514
Questions and Answers
1. On the Jester TL Xtra Lighting Console , is it possible to select all channels and set a level of 0%
or 100% or any other level instead of typing in the command line, 1 THRU 200 @ 0
Yes , you can do it

Type in the command line, GROUP 0 @ 0 <ENTER>, this will select all channels and set it to level 0
Group 0
Group 0 is a special uneditable group which has all channels selected. It is useful for
quickly clearing the command line outputs etc.
GROUP 0 @ 0 <ENTER>

2. On the Jester TL Xtra Lighting Console , is there a CUE 0 , where all channels are set to 0% level
Yes , you can
In the Program mode , The Memory – which is before Memory 0 is the exact representation of Cue
0, this will create a CUE 0 with all channels set 0%
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Memory Zero
Memory Zero (--) is a permanent editable memory, which will set all brightness
channels to 0%, and all attribute channels to default (home) values. This is useful to
ensure a known starting point when playing a show from the memory stack.
3. On the Jester TL Xtra Lighting Console , can it run/playback a sequence of memories without
pressing the GO button , in another words is it possible to automatically goto the next memory after
the previous memory has been completed
Yes , you can
In the Program mode , After programming a scene/cue by using the SPECIAL key you have to set it
to AUTO, a dwell time needs to be also set It is the time that the desk waits after the completion of
the longest fade (Fade Up or Fade Down), before looking at the trigger on the next memory.
TRIGGER
The Trigger is set using the Multi-Function-Keys when SPECIAL is pressed if a
memory is selected. It determines when the memory triggers. There are 2 options Go or Auto. When the Trigger is set to Go, the GO button must be pushed to trigger
the memory. When the Trigger is set to Auto, the memory will be automatically
triggered after the completion of the Dwell Time on the previous memory.
DWELL TIME
The Dwell Time is set using the wheels when SPECIAL is pressed if a memory is
selected. It is the time that the desk waits after the completion of the longest fade
(Fade Up or Fade Down), before looking at the trigger on the next memory.
4. On the Jester TL Xtra Lighting Console , is there an Auto save feature ?
Yes , the desk stores all memories and submasters and patches and pallets, fixture assignments
and etc instantaneously into its EEPROM, it does not require a internal hard disk to do back up, it
has a additional feature of connecting to a USB host where you can connect to external storage
drive if need be, All shows can be saved also in a thumbdrive.
5. On the Jester TL Xtra Lighting Console , can the channels levels be control via a roller instead of
a typing in the command line.
Yes , Whenever channels are selected, then the middle wheel (when FIXTURES is selected on the
Multi-Function-Keys) can be used to adjust the levels of the selected channels.
6. On the Jester TL Xtra Lighting Console , can you edit the channels or memory when on Live
mode or Run mode.
Yes , you can, while in the LIVE mode , just press the EDIT button and you can change the levels of
any of the channels , press the STORE to save once you are done
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